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A Frechet space with a two-sided Schauder basis is constructed, such that the 
corresponding bilateral shift is continuous and invertible, and has no common 
nontrivial invariant subspace with its inverse. This shows in particular, that the 
problem of existence of hyperinvariant subspaces for operators on general Frechet 
spaces, admits a negative answer. It is also shown that the dual of the Frechet 
space constructed can be identified with a commutative locally convex complete 
topological algebra with unit, which has no closed nontrivial ideals. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let F be an infinite dimensional complex Frechet space, and let Y(F) 
denote the algebra of continuous linear operators on F. As usual, we say that 
a closed linear subspace M c F, is a nontrivial invariant subspace for an 
operator A in P(F), if (O} # M # F, and AM c M. If in addition M is 
invariant for every operator in P(F) that commutes with A, we say that M is 
a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace for A. 
In what follows, by the term operator, we shall always mean a continuous 
linear operator, and by invariant (or hyperinvariant) subspace we shall mean 
a nontrivial invariant (or hyperinvariant) subspace. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that for general Frechet spaces the 
answer to the problem of existence of hyperinvariant subspaces, is negative, 
in a strong sense. Our main result is 
THEOREM 1. There exists a Frkhet44ontel space F of formal Laurent 
series C,“=-, a,z*, in which the sequence {z” }z= _ o. forms a Schauder 
basis, such that the operators of formal multiplication by z and by ZC’ are 
continuous on F and have no common invariant subspace. 
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To place this result in proper perspective, we recall that if E is a Banach 
space of formal Laurent series in which {z” I,“= cT forms a Schauder basis. 
and the operators of formal multiplication by z and by z ~’ are continuous 
on E, it is not known in general, whether they possess a common invariant 
subspace [5 1. These operators are precisely the ones which are similar to 
invertible bilateral weighted shifts with respect to a two-sided Schauder basis 
(see [ 51). The answer to this problem is not known also in the case that E is 
a Hilbert space and (z”)~=-~ is an orthogonal basis in E (see [ 11 I). 
Thus Theorem 1 shows that the answer to the corresponding problem for 
general Frechet spaces (or even Frechet-Monte1 spaces) is in the negative. 
Results in the positive direction concerning the existence of hyperinvariant 
subspaces of such multiplication operators (or equivalently of invertible 
bilateral weighted shifts) can be found in 12, 3, and 5 1. where Frechet spaces 
are also considered. 
In view of Theorem 1, it is of interest to observe, that for the 
Frechet-Monte1 space of all formal Laurent series or equivalently of all 
complex two sided sequences (with the usual topology given by pointwise 
convergence of coefficients, or coordinates) every invertible operator on that 
space has a common invariant subspace with its inverse. This follows easily 
by the arguments used in [ 71 or [ lo], where it is proved that every operator 
on this space has an invariant subspace. 
As we shall prove in the sequel, the topological dual of the Frichet space 
constructed in the proof of Theorem 1, can be identified with a commutative 
complete topological algebra with unit, which has no closed nontrivial ideals. 
More precisely, we shall prove 
THEOREM 2. There exists a commutative, infinite dimensional. locali? 
com7e.y complete topological algebra with unit, which has no closed nontrivial 
ideals. 
Remark. It is clear that such a topological algebra has no continuous 
nontrivial multiplicative linear functionals. It also follows from [ 8, p. 17 I. 
Proposition 5, and p. 175, Theorem 21 that such an algebra does not have a 
continuous inverse. 
2. THE FR~CHET SPACE F AND ITS DUAL 
For every positive integer k, let wk(n) = exp(n’ (Ilk)) for n = 0, 1, 2..... 
and w,Jn) = exp(n/k) for n = -1, -2,... . Let H, denote the Hilbert space of 
formal Laurent series f = C,“=-, anon, for which the norm lifilk = 
E,“--,x IanI u’&)) “* is finite. Clearly Hkt , c H, and llSllk < llfllk + , for.1 
in H,, ,. 
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F is defined to be the vector space (Jr=, H,, equipped with the above 
sequence of norms. It is clear that F is a Frechet space, that the sequence 
{z”}z= --oo forms a Schauder basis in F, and that the operators of formal 
multiplication by z and by z -’ are continuous on F. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. F is a Monte1 space. 
Proof. Let K be a bounded subset of F. We have to show that K contains 
a convergent sequence. 
First note that the boundedness of K implies, that for every integer n, the 
set of formal Laurent coefftcients of zn of all elements of K, is a bounded set 
of complex numbers. Thus, by the usual diagonal process, we can find a 
sequence of elements in K,fj = Cz= --cD a,,jz”, j = 1, 2 ,..., such that for every 
n the sequence (a,,j),y I converges to some complex number a,. Consider the 
formal Laurent series f = C,“= -oo a,z”. It is easy to deduce, by using the 
assumption that K is bounded, that f E F. The proof is completed by 
showing that limi,m I]& -f]lk = 0, k = 1, 2,... . This follows from the fact 
that if @j = C,“= --M c,,~z”, j = 1, 2 ,..., is a bounded sequence in H,, , , and 
limj,, c,,~ = 0 for all n, then limj,m /] Qj]lk = 0. The proof of this assertion is 
elementary and we omit the details. 
We now turn to the study of the topological dual F* of F. To this end, 
consider for every positive integer k, the Hilbert space Hz which consists of 
all formal Laurent series g = CFZ -a, b,,z” for which the norm )( gl]: = 
OX’-, lb,12(QW1>1’2 is finite. Notice that Ht c Hk*, , and for g E Hc, 
II a+ I G II ‘!ll!f* 
By standard arguments we see that F* can be identified with the vector 
space Uk” 1 HZ, where the pairing of f = CrZp=-, a,z” in F and g = 
C,“-, b,z” in F* is given by (f, g) = CFZp=-, a,b,. 
With the strong topology (that is, the topology of uniform convergence on 
bounded subsets of F), F* becomes a locally convex linear topological space, 
which is a complete Monte1 space (see [4, Sect. 841). We also remark that 
since F is Monte1 it is reflexive (see [4, p. 510]), that is the topological dual 
of F* can be identified with F. 
It is clear that a formal Laurent series g = CF! ~oc b,z” is in F* if and 
only if there exist constants c > 0, 6 > 0, and 0 < a < 1, such that, ] b,l < 
c exp(n”) for n 2 0, and I b,, < exp(-6 ]n ]) for n < 0. This shows in 
particular that the formal Laurent series of an element g in F* converges in 
some annulus of the form {z: 0 < p < 1 z 1 < 1) to an analytic function which 
we shall also denote by g. Thus in the sequel we shall also regard the 
elements of I;* as analytic functions. 
For every positive integer k, let B, denote the Banach space of functions g 
which are analytic in the annulus D, = (z: exp(-1/4k) < /z / < l), and for 
which the norm N,(g) = supZEDt /g(z)] exp I-l/( 1 - ]z I)“] is finite. 
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In what follows we shall identify functions which are analytic in an 
annulus with their restriction to a smaller annulus. With this convention. the 
relation between the spaces Hc and B, is given by, 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For euery positive integer k. M’e have Hz c B, c H:l 
and the embeddings are continuous. 
ProoJ Suppose that g = C:= J b,z” is a function in Hf. It is clear that 
g is analytic in the annulus D,, and for every z E D,, we have the estimates 
and (denoting CI = (k ~ 1 )/k) 
where C is a constant which depends on k. (For the proof of the last 
inequality see, for example, [ 1. p. 41, the proof of Lemma 21). This shows 
that gE B,. 
To prove the second inclusion, assume that b = x:n’ , c,,z~ is in B,. 
Then for every integer n we have 
for exp(-1/4k) < r < 1. Therefore Ic,, < Nk(@) r It exp( l/(1 - r)‘), n = 0. 
il, *2.... for r as above. Thus setting in the last estimate, r = 1 
exp(-1/5k) for n < 0, and r= 1 -K’: with “J= I/(k + 1). for II > 0. we 
deduce that /c,/ = 0 (exp(-ln1/5k)), n + -co, and Ic,/ = 0 (exp(n”)), n --) GO. 
where 6 = k/(k + 1). This implies that $ E H&. The proof also shows that 
the embeddings are continuous. (This also follows from the inclusions. by a 
simple application of the closed graph theorem). 
It follows from Proposition 2.2 that F* = UT-, B,, and therefore, noticing 
that if g E B,, h E Bj, j < k, then gh E Bk+, . we see that F” is an algebra 
with respect to pointwise multiplication, or equivalently, with respect to 
formal multiplication of Laurent series. As we shall see in the proof of 
Theorem 2, this is a topological algebra with respect to the strong dual 
topology on F*. 
3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
For the proof of the theorems it will be convenient to introduce the 
notations: 
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If Q = C,” -a, c,z” is a formal Laurent series, then the formal Laurent 
series PQ, Q#, and F are defined by Pq5 = Cn&l=O c,z”, Q# = 4 - P$, and i= 
c,“=-, cc,z”. 
We adopt in the sequel the usual convention, that if g = C,“= loo b,z” and 
h = C,“= --oo c,z” are formal Laurent series, their formal product gh is 
defined to be the formal Laurent series C,“= --30 a,.? with a,, = 
xi”=-, b,-,cj, n = 0, kl,..., provided that these series converge. With this 
convention, we obtain that if f E F and g E F*, then the formal Laurent 
series yg is well defined and its nth coefficient is given by (z”f g). 
Next, we note that the assertion of Theorem 1 is equivalent to the 
assertion that for every 0 # f E F, the linear span of the elements z”f, n = 0, 
f 1, *z,..., is dense in F. This, in turn, is equivalent by the Hahn-Banach 
theorem, to the claim that iff E F, 0 # g E F* and (z”f, g) = 0, n = 0, f 1, 
*2,..., then f = 0. 
Thus by the preceding remarks we see that Theorem 1 is equivalent to 
PROPOSITION 3.1. IffEF,OfgEF*,and~g=O,thenf=O. 
For the proof of the proposition we require three lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. If f E F and g E H,*, then for every integer k > s, there 
exists a constant C, which depends only on k and g, such that, 
II Q<gP-f>llf+ 1 G C llf Ilk 
and 
llmQnl,*+ 1 G c Ilf Ilk. 
Proof. Assume that f=~~E-manzn and g=C~zpmb,,Zn. Then 
Q(gP~)=C~Lmcnzn, where ~,,=C~=~~a~b,,+~, n=-l,-2 ,.... There- 
fore, since w&n +j) = w,(n) w,(j) for n < 0 and j < 0, we obtain 
I c, I G (w&W2 llfllk II sll,* j=i!m (&))“’ for all n < 0. 
Since k > s, the series above converges. This implies the first assertion of the 
lemma. 
To prove the second assertion, notice that P(gef) = CpZO d,,z”, where 
d,= Cj”=, aj. bntj, n=O, 1, 2 ,... . Consequently, taking into account the 
fact that w,(n + j) < w,(n) w,(j) for n > 0 and j > 0, we obtain 
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for all n > 0. The above series converges since k > s. This implies the second 
assertion and completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Iff E F, then for everll 0 < a < 1. and ecer.v positiae integer 
k. 
llz~Yllk = O(ev--n”)), n+ co. 
Proof: Choose an integer p such that p > k and 1 - I/p > a. Denote for 
every positive integer n, 
\ ~kU) 6, = SUP i w,(n +j) 3 j = 0, * 1. *2,... (. 
A simple argument shows that the assumptions on p imply that 
6, = O(exp(-2n^)), n+m. 
From this the assertion of the lemma follows by observing that 
llz wt G ~,llfll;~ n = 1. 2.... . 
The next lemma is an extension of [ 1, Lemma 5 1. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let g f 0 be an analvtic function in the annulus 
(0 < p < 1 z / < 1 }, and let h be an analytic function in the unit disc 
{z: /zl < 1 }. Denote for p < r < 1, 
K(r) = o~yz I g(re’“) h(re”)I , -. 
and 
Then there exist positive constants a and C, which depend on1.v on g. such 
thatfor & < /zl < 1, 
Proof. For functions g which are analytic in the unit disc, the lemma is 
identical to Lemma 5 of [I]. The proof of this extended version is the same 
as that of Lemma 5 in [ 11, except for one change: Instead of Jensen’s 
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inequality which is used for g in [ 1 ], we use here the fact that if g is analytic 
in the above annulus, then there exists a (finite) constant c such that 
i 
2n 
log 1 g(re”)] d8 > c, 
-0 
for fi < r < 1. This assertion follows from [9, p. 291 or 161. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Assume that f and g satisfy the hypotheses of 
the proposition and that f = J$E -m a,zj. For every positive integer 12, 
consider the formal Taylor series h, = P(z”T). 
Since f E F we have for every E > 0 that laj/ = O(exp E ]j]), j + fco and 
therefore noticing that the coefftcient of zi in the formal Taylor series of h, is 
a n-j, we see that this series converges in the unit disc to an analytic function 
which we identify with h,. 
We shall prove that there exists an integer q > 0, such that for every 
O<a< 1, we have 
II h,ll$ = O(ew-n”)), n+ co. (*I 
Let us show first that (*) implies the assertion of the proposition. 
Assume that (*) holds. Denote /? = 1 - l/q, and choose /I < a < 1. From 
the preceding observation about the Taylor coefficients of h,, we obtain that 
for every integer j > 0 
Ian-j1 G (w,W”’ llh,ll$~ n = 1, 2,... # 
Thus using the definition of w,(j), we obtain from (*) that there exists a 
constant c > 0, which depends only on a, such that 
la,-il < cexp(f.F) exp(+P), 
for all positive integers n and j. Consequently for every integer k we have for 
j>-k, 
la,l~cexp(fj”)exp[-(k+ j)“]. 
Thus, since a > /?, we obtain by fixing k and letting j + co in the above 
inequality, that ak = 0, k = 0, kl, f2,..., which is the assertion of the 
proposition. 
We turn now to the proof of (*). First notice that the assumption Tg = 0 
implies that for every integer n, gz”s= 0, and therefore gP(z’f) = -gQ(z”s”). 
Using this fact in the identity, 
gh, = QkW?I) + f'W'(z"3h 
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we obtain the identity, 
gk = Q(gVf’> - f'(gQ(z"f) for every n = I. 2.... . 
Assume now that g E Hf. Observing that z”‘= zYf we deduce from the 
above identity by Lemmas 3.1 (with k = s + I) and 3.2. that for every 
O<a< 1 
II gh,ll$, , = Ww-n” )I. I1 -+ co. 
Therefore by Proposition 2.2, 
N,+ ,(&,I = Wew-n”)). n--cc. 
for every 0 < a < 1. That is, there exists a constant C, which depends onlb 
on rr, such that 
ls(z)h,(z)l~Cexp(-n”)exp (, -,i,,,+, . 
for exp(-1/4(s + 1)) < 1~1 < 1, and for every positive integer n. 
Remembering that g E H,f c B,, we see that there exists a constant C, 
such that 
1 
(.)1 log+ l(g(reie)l d/3 < C, + log ____ 
-ll (I -- r)( ’ 
for exp(-1/4s) < r < 1. Therefore the assumption that g f 0 and the last two 
estimates, imply by Lemma 3.3, that there exist constants b > 0 and a ‘), 0 
(which depend only on u and g), such that for every positive integer ri 
lh,(z)l < b ev-n”) exp (1 _ yi I’ + 2 . 
for exp(-1/8(s + 1)) < jzj < 1. This shows that for every 0 < (1 < 1. 
I,+, = Wev-n”)). n-+ a3 
and therefore from Proposition 2.2 we obtain that (*) is satisfied with q := 
3(s + 3). This completes the proof of the proposition and therefore also the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
Remark. It is easy to see that the spectrum of the operator of 
multiplication by z on F, is the unit circle (z: /z 1 = 1 }. 
For the proof of Theorem 2 we need 
LEMMA 3.4. For every g E F*, the mapping f -+ $. .f t E‘. i.s u 
continuous linear transformation on F. 
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Proof. Observe first that, once it is established that the above transfor- 
mation maps F into itself, its continuity follows by an application of the 
closed graph theorem (see [ 12, 11.3, Corollary 51). Thus we need only show 
that if f E F and g E F*, then 3 E F. This can be proved by using the 
identity 
Ef = (Qt%Qf> + W)W) + (Ps">W> + (QNY>, 
and verifying that each term in the right-hand side is in F. We omit the 
details. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We consider F* with the strong dual topology. As 
already mentioned in Section 2, with this topology F* is a locally convex 
complete topological space. We have also seen in Section 2, that F* is an 
algebra with respect to formal multiplication of formal Laurent series (which 
is clearly a commutative algebra with unit). To prove that F* is a 
topological algebra, we have to show that for every g E F”, the transfor- 
mation g+ gh, h E F* is a continuous map on F*. It is easily verified that 
this transformation is the adjoint of the transformation f -+ g-f, f E F. But 
this transformation is continuous by Lemma 3.4, and therefore the same is 
true for its adjoint. This shows that F* is a topological algebra. 
Next we claim that the operators of multiplication by z and by z-’ on F*, 
have no common invariant subspace. Indeed, assume that M is a closed 
subspace of F* which is invariant under multiplication by z and by z ~ ‘. 
Then it is clear that Mt, the annihilator of M in F, is a closed subspace of 
F, which is invariant under multiplication by z and z ‘. Therefore by 
Theorem 1, M+ is trivial. But as remarked in Section 2, F is reflexive, and 
therefore M is also trivial. Since every ideal in F* is invariant under 
multiplication by z and by z - ‘, we conclude that F* has no closed nontrivial 
ideals. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Note added in proof: 1) After this paper was submitted, we proved the existence of an 
operator without invariant subspaces on an infinite dimensional nuclear Frechet space. This 
result appears in Annals of Math. 117 (1983) 669-695. 2) It can be shown that the Frtchet 
space F constructed in the present paper is actually nuclear. That is, in Proposition 2.1, one 
can replace the assertion that F is a Monte1 space by the stronger assertion that F is a nuclear 
space. 
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